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Introduction: Structuring a Tokenised Blockchain Business

I will cover the following topics today, primarily from the perspective of issuance and trading in
cryptocurrencies and tokens, particularly whether tokens may be considered “securities” or other
“regulated financial instrument” in the EU.
•

Decentralised Autonomous Organisations vs Decentralised Governance Organisations

•

Foundations vs Associations

•

Utility, Securities and Hybrid Tokens - legal and regulatory implications

•

Compliance with the EU Prospectus Directive for Securities ICOs

•

Regulation of secondary trading of crypto and tokens

•

Crypto and Token Friendly Jurisdictions – Cayman, Gibraltar, Isle of Man, Malta, Singapore and
Switzerland,

•

Offshore versus Onshore Jurisdictions
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Decentralised Autonomous Organisations
vs
Decentralised Governance Organisations with separate Operating Entities
What is a “DAO”?
“A network which encodes its protocols for decision-making into a blockchain and relies on
smart contracts for such decision making.”

Theoretically this allows organisations to run without managerial supervision BUT:
1. this assumes programmers can accurately predict all future events which may affect the
‘entity’ or platform and therefore draft all required ‘rules’ (i.e. smart contracts) accurately in
advance; or at least build in sufficient flexibility to cover unpredictable events;
2. In practice problems have already arisen where it later transpires it is necessary to change
the code of a DAO or the smart contracts once deployed in the blockchain – for example to allow
debugging. This is what happened with ‘The DAO company’ where attackers slowly drained funds
by exploiting a bug in the system. It took a considerable amount of time before a decision could
be taken by stakeholders and it was eventually decided to reverse all transactions which exploited
a bug and undertake a ‘hard fork’ of the Ethereum blockchain to bail out the original contract;
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Decentralised Autonomous Organisations
vs
Decentralised Governance Organisations with separate Operating Entities
3. The concept that there is no legal entity involved and that all participants in DOA venture are
connected only via smart contracts leaves open the argument that in reality all participants are in
partnership or part of some other unincorporated association which has unlimited legal liability. In other
words, such ‘organisations’ are not fit to conduct ordinary contracts and day to day business of any kind
as they do have obviously legal capacity to do so via a vis third parties and they not provide limited
liability.
4. Moreover current Companies Laws do not comfortably lend themselves to such structures as
they almost always envisage certain ‘fundamental’ matters be determined by the ‘shareholders’ whilst
day to day decisions are undertaken by a ‘board of directors’ or similar group of persons. In other words
there can be no true ‘decentralisation’ of all decision taking under usual Companies Laws.
5. Companies Laws also impose all kinds of other requirements on corporations which do not fit
with the idea that DAOs are truly ‘decentralised’ and not subject to centralised filing and other
requirements – maintaining shareholder registers, making annual returns to a centralised companies
registries, producing annual audited reports etc.
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Decentralised Autonomous Organisations
vs
Decentralised Governance Organisations
•

“Decentralised Autonomous Corporations” are therefore a thing of the future and not available
at present. So-called “DAOs” structured as corporations are not truly ‘decentralised’ and many
calling themselves DAOs are not revealing the fact that in reality a group of founders or other
early ‘miners’ or investors hold significant (hidden) control over matters in which other
participants have little or no say.

•

This partially explains why a number of crypto and tokenised businesses are established as
“Foundations” rather than “corporations”. Most famously The Ethereum Foundation and the
Tezos Foundation.

•

The theoretical attraction of Foundations is that they may be tax free if set up as not for profit
organisations and they have no shareholders or indeed beneficiaries.

•

What most ‘investors’ do not understand is that setting up a foundation is like setting up a
charity and that they are ‘donating’ money to a non-profit organisation that has limited interest
in increasing value of tokens it may issue and they have only ‘hope value’ and limited or no
rights or control of the use of such donations in practice.
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Decentralised Autonomous Organisations
vs
Decentralised Governance Organisations with separate Operating Entities
•

There are various other problems with using Foundations as operating or token issuing entities

•

For example, Swiss Foundations are under supervisory power of an ‘administrator’ and a board of
trustees who must ensure the Foundation’s assets are used for the declared purpose. The latest
thinking is that this legal rigidity may be unsuitable for blockchain based entities as the technology is
fast evolving and if ICOs are unable to deliver their promised products within the promised
framework it will be difficult or impossible to amend the framework. Thus the founding owners of the
Tezos Foundation are in legal dispute with the Foundations trustees over control and use of the funds
in the Foundation, for example.

•

Also, the not for profit requirement means Foundations are unsuitable for ICOs which involve an
investment or profit making objective. Indeed, one of the law firms which was instrumental in setting
up a number of the early Swiss Foundations now conclude: “For all the above-mentioned reasons, we
believe that Foundations are often not the most adequate legal structure to conduct ICOs.”

•

It should be noted that Switzerland is not the only country which offers Foundations, the Isle of Man
being a near-shore UK alternative and that the rules applicable to such entities varies country by
country.
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Decentralised Autonomous Organisations
vs
Decentralised Governance Organisations with separate Operating Entities
•

Swiss Associations are an alternative to use of a Foundation as they are required to be registered and
also have separate legal personality. Well-known Swiss Associations include Amnesty International,
the World Wildlife Fund and FIFA., Unlike Swiss Foundations, Swiss law does not provide for any Swiss
residency requirements for board members of Swiss Associations.

•

Swiss Associations are required to have two corporate bodies: (i) a General Assembly and (ii) a Board
of Directors. The general assembly is the supreme governing body of the association. It decides on
the admission and expulsion of members, appoints the board of directors and resolves all matters not
assigned to other persons in the articles of association.

•

Whilst it is considered that the operation of the required Board of Directors and the General
Assembly can be automated using smart contracts and that all the Swiss Association mechanics of
admitting and expelling Board and General Assembly Members, governance and other voting can all
be automated within a blockchain it would be a brave individual director who potentially abdicated
his responsibilities to smart contracts and very doubtful that the Courts would have much sympathy if
something went wrong.

•

Again, to avoid taxation, Swiss Associations must be not-for-profit organisations and obtain Swiss tax
approval as such. So again they are not appropriate for ICOs involving a profit motive for investors.
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Decentralised Autonomous Organisations
vs
Decentralised Governance Organisations with separate Operating Entities
•

The solution to the issue of Foundations and Associations issuing tokens can be solved by
limiting their role to governance.

•

This allows such entities to operate as “Decentralised Governance Organisations” (DGOs)
meaning they act as the oversight body with responsibility for ensuring that a separate token
issuing entity operates in accordance with prescribed constitutional terms and in accordance
with an agreement between such DGO and the token issuing entity and or the blockchain
development company which may also be owned and controlled by the DGO.
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Utility, Securities and Hybrid Tokens - legal and regulatory
implications
•

ICOs and tokenised fund raising started out in relation to pure ‘utility’ applications. Utility tokens represent
actual or future access to a company’s product or service.

•

Filecoin, for instance, gained $257M by selling tokens that will provide users with access to its decentralized
cloud storage platform.

•

Another example is Aworker, an AI powered decentralized platform for recruitment. People can use it like
Airbnb in hiring by becoming recruiters and recommending acquaintances for job positions they believe will
fit them well in return for tokens.

•

The defining characteristic of utility tokens is that they are not designed as investments; if properly
structured, this feature exempts utility tokens and related ICOs from national laws governing the issue of
securities and which may trigger onerous prospectus and other requirements.

•

However, note there is an argument that when using platforms like Ethereum and its ERC20 tokens that early
stage issuers may inadvertently be issuing option to acquire products, services or securities as and when
issued and that such contracts may be classified as’ derivatives’ or ‘securities’ in some jurisdictions
depending on exactly what such tokens offer.
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Utility, Securities and Hybrid Tokens - legal and regulatory
implications
•

Whilst the position may be relatively clear in the case of pure utility tokens, it is far less clear when
looking at ‘securities’ and ‘hybrid’ tokens.

•

In the U.S. the definition of a ‘security’ is extremely broad (per the Howey case) and covers
‘investment contracts’ which would not necessarily be considered a ‘security’ in the UK/EU.

•

In the UK/EU one has to consider whether a token is:
(i) a “security”, in which case it is not only a “regulated ‘investment” but the issuer may be subject
the EU Prospectus Directive requirements if based in the EU; or
(ii) some other kind “financial instrument” in which case, although the issuer may not be subject the
EU Prospectus Directive, other activities undertaken by an EU person by way of business such as
marketing and dealing in tokens may need to be undertaken by a regulated person. Even non-EU
persons marketing such instruments to EU persons must comply with certain aspects of the EU MiFID
Directive when marketing relevant ICOs.
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Utility, Securities and Hybrid Tokens - legal and regulatory
implications
•

The EU Prospectus Directive covers issuance of ‘transferable securities’ which are “negotiable on the
capital market” and requires issuers and marketers to issue a compliant prospectus unless an
exemption applies.

•

Importantly the definition of “securities” excluding “instruments of payment” such as pure crypto
currencies (as distinct from “tokens” which typically grant rights to products, services or investment
type returns).

•

“Securities” covers not only equity and debt instruments but also any other securities giving the right
to acquire or sell any such transferable securities or giving rise to a cash settlement determined by
reference to transferable securities, currencies, interest rates or yields, commodities or other indices
or measures.

•

So, for example, tokens which carry a right to payment by reference to investments acquired by the
token issuer or some third party will be securities for these purposes.

•

This does not necessarily mean the issuer will always have to issue a compliant prospectus and in
many cases, even if this were the case, compliance may not be particularly onerous.
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Utility, Securities and Hybrid Tokens - legal and regulatory
implications
•

Although compliance with the Prospectus Directive is not particularly onerous for newly formed entities,
even they may struggle to comply if tokens are not issued with a pre-determined fixed price but it may
increase or decrease depending on how the crowd sale is going as it is a requirement to state the price per
share of the offering in the prospectus and no practical way to amend this or use a formula.

•

And subsequent issues are required to update all financial information including number and price of
previous securities sold and so regular issuance of a compliant prospectus would be expensive.

•

On the other hand issues undertaken on a private placement basis avoid the need for a compliant
prospectus – for example, if the total fund raise is less than EUR 2,500,000 or the total number of investors
approached is less than 100 in any single EU jurisdiction.

•

In other cases it may be that the tokens are not “negotiable on the capital market” which is another
requirement. For example, if tokens are only tradeable between existing token holders or there is some
other restriction on purchases and sales that means there is no true ‘public market’ (although, note that
even sections of the so-called public can constitute a market for these purposes).

•

Detailed consideration is required in each case to avoid illegal offerings and regulators insisting on
repayment of money raised as has happened in a number of U.S. cases. Let alone potential criminal charges.
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Utility, Securities and Hybrid Tokens - legal and regulatory
implications
•

If the tokens are deemed securities or some other kind of “financial instrument” as defined in
MiFID II, anyone in the EU undertaking “regulated investment services or activities” in relation
to the tokens must be regulated unless an exemption applies.

•

“Financial instrument” includes “… any … derivative contracts relating to assets, rights,
obligations, indices and measures not otherwise mentioned … which have the characteristics
of … derivative financial instruments, having regard to whether, inter alia, they are traded on
a regulated market, OTF, or an MTF.”

•

Depending on the rights attaching to tokens they could be derivatives for these purposes.

•

Acting as a professional fund raiser for a token issuer (i.e. on paid for basis) or as a professional
buyer or seller of tokens could also amount to a regulated activity for MiFID II purposes.
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Utility, Securities and Hybrid Tokens - legal and regulatory
implications
•

Consideration also needs to be given as to whether the issuer or any arrangements relating to
the token issuance could constitute a “collective investment scheme” (CIS) for MiFID II or
AIFMD purposes.

•

CIS is defined very widely and even catches ordinary companies managed by their boards of
directors where money is raised for investment as opposed to ‘commercial’ purposes. One
therefore often needs to rely on exemptions from the basic definition and which is not always
straightforward where the issuer will undertake investments as opposed to carrying on a
manufacturing or other non-investment business.

•

A detailed review is therefore needed in each case to ascertain whether a token is a pure
utility token, a security token or a hybrid. Indeed, contrary to the position in the U.S., the
characterisation of tokens in the EU as utility or securities in too simplistic.
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Crypto and Token Friendly Jurisdictions – Cayman Islands,
Gibraltar, Isle of Man, Malta, Singapore and Switzerland
•

It is beyond the scope of today’s talk to go into the detailed rules and regulations in the above
jurisdictions. Suffice to say each is ‘crypto friendly’ in one way or another.

•

The main distinction is between: (i) those jurisdictions such as Gibraltar, the Isle of Man and Malta
which have implemented a specific legal and regulatory regime for crypto and token issuance and (ii)
those which have simply made statements as to how current legislation applies.

•

Gibraltar, the Isle of Man and Malta have each legislated in this area with the common theme being a
licensing regime designed to give legitimacy and protection to investors coupled with a requirement
to use locally licensed intermediaries.

•

This, of course, potentially adds to set up and running costs and time to market. As these are very
new regimes, the jury out as to whether issuers will think the advantages of such regulation
outweighs the disadvantages. If being subject to regulatory oversight makes crypto issuers and
services providers more ‘bankable’ or trusted by investors that could be a distinct advantage when
raising money outside the current crypto community.
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Crypto and Token Friendly Jurisdictions – Cayman Islands,
Gibraltar, Isle of Man, Malta, Singapore and Switzerland
•

Bear in mind that EU jurisdictions such as Malta and Gibraltar (and indeed Lichtenstein) will be
subject to any ultimate regulations the EU brings in. Unfortunately the EU has a history over overregulating (vis AIFMD) and so putting your head in the EU regulatory noose carries unknown risks,
taxation being another even in respect of utility tokens – e.g. are issuers providing a VATable
‘service’?

•

This may nevertheless be preferable to a restrictive interpretation of current rules as seems to be
happening in the U.S.A. where any investment element in a token seems to result in tokens being
classified as “securities” and therefore subject to U.S. Securities Acts and their Investment Advisory
Act which triggers safe custody and depository requirements which are difficult to comply with.

•

Even Singapore, previously a popular jurisdiction for token issuance, has stated that “…digital tokens
may represent ownership or a security interest over an issuer’s assets or property. Such tokens may
therefore be considered an offer of shares or units in a collective investment scheme under the SFA.”

•

And the tax position of Singapore issuers also seems unclear as Singapore is not a tax haven and
issuers of pure utility tokens may also be subject to Singapore’s equivalent of VAT (GST).
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Crypto and Token Friendly Jurisdictions – Cayman Islands,
Gibraltar, Isle of Man, Malta, Singapore and Switzerland
•

That leaves Switzerland and offshore havens like the Cayman Islands.

•

Switzerland, like Singapore, has been one of the leading ICO jurisdictions but as mentioned
earlier this was partly based on the somewhat contentious use of Foundations which local
lawyers now concede may have been inappropriate, at least for token issuers as opposed to
Foundations (or Associations) which perform a purely administrative or governance role.

•

Similar to Singapore, Switzerland is not a tax haven and so it only works where the issuer is a
charity or other tax exempt person. By definition this will only work for pure utility tokens as
any Foundation or Association which has significant investment objectives and promises or
implies an investment return to investors will fail the ‘not-for-profit’ test. So, even if a Swiss
Foundation or Association can be structured as a not-for-profit governance focused DGO
(which should be possible) one needs to potentially find another jurisdiction for the actual
issuer of tokens where there is an investment element.
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Crypto and Token Friendly Jurisdictions – Cayman Islands,
Gibraltar, Isle of Man, Malta, Singapore and Switzerland
•

This raises the question of whether an outright offshore tax haven like the Cayman Islands is not the
‘safest’ bet?

•

Such jurisdictions are completely tax free – they simply do not levy income, gains, stamp or other
taxes.

•

Although the Cayman Islands has not yet issued crypto or token specific legislation it has a history of
being investor friendly and one can relatively safely assume any legislation brought in will be ‘light
touch’ in keeping with its reputation in relation to funds and other investment business activities.
Indeed Cayman is proposing to bring in laws enabling the formation of Foundations specifically to
attract crypto and token related business.

•

As with all ‘offshore’ structures, for any ‘investment’ or ‘trading’ business which will generate income
or profits, it is necessary to ensure the relevant Cayman entity is managed from outside any high tax
jurisdiction. In conventional corporate fund and other structures this means ensuring there is a board
of directors which is operated from outside any single high tax jurisdiction. And to the extent that
entity delegates decisions or requires ‘advice’ or services (e.g. building the blockchain) from any
onshore entity that such entity operates in a manner which does not drag the Cayman entity into
UK/other onshore taxation.
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Conclusion

•

Crypto currencies and token issuance on the back of blockchain based businesses is an exciting and
innovative development.

•

However, absent new laws and regulations specifically tailored to such businesses, it is inevitable that issuers
have to consider how existing laws and regulations apply to them. Not surprisingly, regulators and tax
authorities are respectively keen to protect investors and their tax receipts. Coupled with potential
anonymity crypto and tokenised businesses pose a potential threat to established systems and indeed
governments.

•

As such players in this area should expect increased rules and regulations designed to protect ignorant
consumers and minimise to the greatest extent potential frauds. It is no coincidence that the SEC and other
regulatory authorities in the U.S.A. have instigated multiple actions against ICO issuers and U.S. based
exchanges.

•

Not only should issuers therefore be very wary of offering crypto currencies and tokens to U.S. persons
without professional advice (remembering that U.S. regulations apply whether or not such person are
resident or physically present in the U.S.A. and that websites are generally considered by regulators as public
advertisements equivalent to a newspaper advertisement) but non-U.S. regulators are looking at this space
very carefully and will undoubtedly legislate at some (probably not too distant) point in time.

•

As such issuers need to adopt a conservative and flexible position and seek to minimise the potential impact
of such legislation so far as possible. They would also be well advised to engage with regulators and tax
authorities and seek to influence new laws so that they do not unduly stifle legitimate fund raising through
overburdensome rules and regulations.
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• Advising a number of crypto currency fund managers on the
establishment of crypto currency funds and marketing of
such funds in multiple jurisdictions;
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for a US client including seed capital agreement with seed
provider to U.K. LLP management company and executing
first investment by the Fund into a third party Cayman CTA
Fund
• Advising on establishment of a Luxembourg carbon emissions
investment fund
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